in the simplest sense of the word' which projected a 'fundamentalist version of a dogmatic and belligerent Zionism'. Dor sees the newspaper as an 'active participant' in 'Operation Defensive Shield', providing almost complete and uncritical support for the IDF and ignoring the impact of the operation on the Palestinian population. In contrast Yedi'ot Aharonot's coverage was characterised by a sense of 'despair'. Although like Ma'ariv it saw the operation as justifi ed and offered uncritical support and identifi cation with the soldiers, it was troubled by a lack of overall strategy on the Israeli side for dealing with the Intifada. Also, despite 'being almost perfectly indifferent to the Palestinian plight during the operation' Yedi'ot Aharonot did feature an interview with a driver of bulldozer who gave a 'chilling testimony' of how he wanted to 'wipe out' the whole of the Jenin refugee camp. However, as Dor points out, the newspaper with the most complex attitude towards Operation Defensive Shield was the left-liberal Haaretz. Although at times critical of Sharon's strategy the newspaper also endorsed strongly Ehud Barak's opinion that there was no 'partner for peace' on the Palestinian side and thus accepted the view that Israel was pursuing the only path open to it, defending itself 'with brute force against terror'. Haaretz was also the newspaper which featured by far the most comprehensive accounts of the Palestinian perspective through the reports of its correspondents Amira Hass and Gideon Levy. However, Dor shows that these articles were usually relegated to the inside of the newspaper or to the supplements and magazines. They never appeared on the front pages which predominately featured the perspectives of the Israeli establishment. Thus suggests Dor, Palestinian claims 'generally do not quite count as serious news'. Dor's analysis of the broadcasts media's coverage of the operation also highlights signifi cant differences between the reports produced by the state-owned Channel 1 and the commercial Channel 2. Channel 2 adopted a more populist stance and offered a relatively uncritical identifi cation both with the soldiers and with the aims and strategy of the operation. In contrast Channel 1 took a more detached perspective, prepared to offer criticisms about certain aspects of the operation and willing to admit that Israel itself was also engaging in a propaganda war.
However, despite the important differences in coverage between the various media outlets, Dor suggests that they all fulfi lled one very important objective, that is they served to defl ect guilt, responsibility and blame away from Israel and Israelis for the violence and the continuation of the confl ict. Nowhere, suggests Dor, is this more signifi cant than in relation to the intentions behind the decision to launch Operation Defensive Shield. Dor points to a number of articles that were published away from the main news pages, often from respected military sources, which suggested that the primary purpose of the Operation was not to prevent attacks against Israeli civilians but instead to destroy the Palestinian Authority, prevent a return to the Oslo process and reduce the Palestinian territories to a series of isolated cantons controlled by Israel. However Dor shows that such views never reached the main news pages or the editorial texts, which consistently portrayed the operation as a strictly limited defensive move designed only to stop suicide attacks. In marked contrast, Dor notes that the Israeli media took a very different attitude towards Palestinians involved in the confl ict. It was widely and prominently reported that incriminating evidence had been found linking Yasser Arafat to suicide bombings. However, Dor points to articles printed away from the main news pages which directly contradicted these claims. Dor also accuses editors of avoiding any discussion of the main factors behind suicide attacks in the main news sections of the papers. Articles which linked the attacks to the conditions created by the military occupation and the killings of Palestinian leaders were 'buried deep in the back pages of supplements' or 'broadcast in a way which neutralised [their] meaning'.
In the fi nal chapter of the book Dor attempts to ask why the Israeli media report in this manner. He suggests that it is not simply a question of the media being a malleable tool of political or military elites, rather he proposes that it is related to questions of how newspapers construct Israelis' sense of social identity. In particular it is related to Israelis' awareness of how they are perceived in the court of international public opinion. The media, he suggests, are refl ecting a sense of insult felt by Israelis over the perception that they are being accused of crimes of which they are not guilty. This, he argues, leads to a suppression of information which would imply Israeli culpability for the continuation of the confl ict. This attempt to avoid guilt, he maintains, is vitally important because it prevents the media from developing what he describes as an 'alternative discourse of responsibility' which 'regardless of the struggle over the origins of the confl ict, understands that Israel, and Israelis, have to assume responsibility for the solution of the confl ict, because at present, in reality, the Palestinians are under Israeli occupation and not the other way around'.
In a 2003 lecture at Georgetown University Israeli historian Avi Shlaim commented that after 1948 Israeli historians had put forward a narrative of the confl ict which was 'selective, simplistic and self-serving'. This narrative, he suggested, served two important purposes in that it 'instilled a sense of nationhood in Jews from various countries of origin' and 'elicited support and sympathy for the fl edgling state of Israel'. However he noted that 'the one cause it emphatically did not serve was that of mutual understanding and reconciliation between Jews and Arabs'. Daniel Dor's book, written in an accessible style and backed up strongly with empirical evidence, levels similar charges against Israel's media. It is an important contribution to the debate over media coverage of the confl ict and deserves to be widely read. Coffi ns on Our Shoulders plots the troubled contours of Jewish-Arab relations in the Holy Land over the past century through two interweaving narratives. The fi rst, intimate one comprises the stories of its two authors' experiences of being Israeli -one a Jew, the other a Palestinian Arab -and the separate paths that led their ancestors, willingly and unwillingly, to their citizenship in the new state. A second, related narrative provides a series of contextualising analyses of ethnic politics in Israel. In sum, these parts create a slightly unwieldy but nonetheless instructive map revealing the inadequacy of the Zionist left's slogans about 'coexistence' and suggesting that Israel's much-vaunted status as a 'liberal democracy' has been camoufl age for a cynical and oppressive form of ethnic rule inside its own borders.
